EZ Notes

by Alexander Madani

Hello dear Android Organizers and Mobility fans! This in-depth article provides important
insights and knowledge about the App store, and why EZ Notes is such a successful and popular
Android Organizer for everybody!


What inspired the development of EZ Notes?

We are truly excited to share word with you about a New and very Exciting Android Mobile
Organizer called EZ Notes. This Organizer is unlike any other on the market. It has been
engineered from the ground up, to be the Easiest (most instantaneous and hands-Free), Most
Efficient, and most Non-Invasive App on Google Play Store. Did you know EZ Notes, despite
being an independently developed and funded application, is so useful, that it is already catering
to thousands of happy Mobility fans just like you? These are folks like us who prefer sensible
Apps that are many times more efficient and faster than any other App. Our customers come
from all walks of background, but there is one common core that is shared by all of us; the desire
to make Organizing fun and truly on-the-fly. One of the many reasons for the development of
EZ Note has been to provide smartphone fans a much more convenient and useful alternative
(even replacement of) other organizer that recklessly act like Giant Multi Media File Storage
Systems. Smartphones are devices with limited resources (e.g. RAM, CPU, and Storage Space)
that must be mutually shared by many other third party Apps and core Android Operating
System Tasks as well! And Apps that are not designed appropriately, will cause our
Smartphones to Lag, Freezes and Crash at times we need them most. With all these Performance
Issues at stake, EZ Notes definitely comes to our rescue! Furthermore, extensive research and
customer feedback prior to development has shown us that people feel that on smart devices,
traditional Organizers involved way too many confusing and time consuming steps. They also
reported to us that they are tired of that Claustrophobic feeling of having way too much
information and interaction required, just to get organized. Additionally, many other people in
the United States, Germany, and elsewhere, reported that the Free Mainstream Apps from Giant
Corporations were requesting far too many invasive dangerous Permissions and control over
their hardware components! With EZ Notes, we want people to ask why? Why do Mainstream
“Free” Apps from giant corporations need to take control over our Camera, Microphone,
Contacts, What Music We Listen To, What Search terms we type on Search Engines, What
Movies we Watch, What Apps we download, and even gain control over our GPS Sensor
creating a Private Map of where we go every day ? The simple answer boils down to Profits and
user control. Through extreme invasion of our privacy, corporations make money by selling our
personal information to advertisers, businesses, government agencies, and targeted Junk Mail.
With EZ Notes, all these dangerous privacy concerns and hassles that are increasingly coming to
the attention and forefront of user awareness are completely eliminated. Our private data (and
our device activities) belong to us , and should never be collected (“mined”) for profit. EZ Notes

also does not store any data on anyone’s cloud servers, because we don’t know who has access to
them, what they do with our notes, as well as the obvious risks associated with our data falling
into hands of hackers. Many times, millions of customer data stored on the Cloud has been
compromised, and hacked into. It’s increasingly on the news! For example, in 2013 …
Evernote Servers were hacked, and 50 million customers had their data breached. They had been
paying a monthly service premium for such services, and that paid service ended up back firing
on them!
With EZ Notes, our users are relieved and grateful that we not only deliver a very innovative
and feature rich App, but they are learning about many other “Under-the-Hood” design
considerations to help them avoid inefficiency and catastrophic breach of data. At EZ Notes, we
didn’t want only provide a highly customized, smooth, and Robust Application, but one that
helps you retain your personal freedom and privacies as well ! We thereby eliminate all those
traditional mysterious heavy background tasks that hog smartphone Battery, RAM, CPU, Storage
Space, and data plans, and bring our devices and lives to a screeching halt. With EZ Notes, we
instead decided to focus on more useful and functional benefits, rather than focusing on how we
can control and manipulate the lives of our customers. We are also proud to be delivering many
top-notch (one-of-a-kind) features such as: “Hands-Free” instantaneous pop-up voice notes, EZ
Folders, outstanding Rich Text Formatting markup functions, S-Pen Sketching support, and
Cloud Computing functions, in a product that is many times smaller and more efficient than
anything else out there.


EZ Notes ensure maximum Efficiency and Smoother Operability!

Unbeknown to many smartphone users, cloud storage and synchronization apps (besides
dangerously collecting and exposing user private information and inviting Hackers) truly hog our
device resources and data plans. Over a very short period of time, such “cancerous” hidden
background tasks and other bloatware that plague many Free “top rated” Apps, quickly drag our
smartphones and our mobility lives to a sluggish halt! At EZ Notes, this completely defies the
whole point and spirit of how a Smartphone should operate and assist us in the first place. If a
smartphone App is causing our Android smartphones to crash (and slow us down) and makes our
lives harder, then what is the point of a mobile device in the first place we ask
ourselves? Fortunately, EZ Notes has been engineered to address many of these Pain-Points
plaguing the other Apps. In fact as you will learn, EZ Notes tackles the efficiency and
convenience department better than any other App of its class on Google Play.
Firstly, we point out that the User Interface (which has been praised many times by our
customers) is designed to place all of the Most Commonly used “daily” functions and tasks…
immediately right within EZ instant Reach. This not only dramatically saves the user’s time and
effort, but also boosts the user’s productivity and confidence as well. Hence our design
eliminates the need for Bloated Code and cumbersome Navigation Drawers that only serve to
hide and delay features from users, and require needless digging and hassle to get to their
important tasks and data. That’s why EZ Notes has been designed to excel at being the best
“Purists Note Taking App,” by offering services faster, and also delivering the most Stock and
Snappy convenient App on the Play Store. Our young modern “Next-Gen” customers report a
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never before experienced Sprightly, Engaging, and Fun experience with EZ Notes. So while EZ
Notes is indeed quite a feature rich and highly automated (customized App), we proudly retain
an extremely Slim, Comfortable, and Efficient experience for our users. Additionally, rather
than focusing on Cosmetic and often bloated and useless “Bells and Whistles” such as Splash
Screens that waste time and delay the customer, cloud-sign ups and Sign-in’s that hassle
customers, and useless animations and other irrelevant distracting user interface elements, we
take a sharp left turn with EZ Notes. Now, our customers are free and completely able to enjoy
the most convenient and user-friendly App, which helps them focus better, and get their daily
tasks and cloud computing needs done Automatically and in Lightning-Fast Fashion!
Moreover, we are delighted to see our customers report falling in love with the Raw
Speed and Power of EZ Notes. With its fabulous “On-the-Fly” Voice Transcription technology,
our users are able to (for the first time) … experience what our vision for hands-free,
instantaneous "Ultimate Mobility" is all about. We are confident that many countless more
Android Fans will discover and love their newfound Ultimate Mobility and Efficiency in the
modern Age. Our App is designed to bring meaning back to the words “On-the-Go,” and help
our dear growing fans experience the joy of flying through their tasks like never before !
We greatly appreciate everyone’s support, and look forward to seeing EZ Notes truly
compliment your smartphone and daily life. Kindly help your dear family members, friends,
neighbors, co-workers and everyone you want to help, to learn and support EZ Notes. It’s our
honor to help people save time, preserve their privacy, and achieve Ultimate Mobility.
Below are the learning and training resource links for EZ Notes. Kindly visit and help
share these with other students, families, and Android Mobility fans like ourselves, so they too
can benefit in their lives.
✔ Overview of Product by "Technofare" (YouTube): http://tinyurl.com/jmnncqe
✔ Detailed Tutorial of EZ Notes (by me on Youtube): http://tinyurl.com/zjlcspo
✔ Top 10 benefits (our landing page): http://tinyurl.com/gw2ukuy
✔ Link to the Lite (Free) version of EZ Notes: http://tinyurl.com/hscesuz
✔ Link to the Pro version of EZ Notes: http://tinyurl.com/ogyylql
✔ EZ to join us on Facebook (to learn more, interact, and win Prizes)
➙ https://www.facebook.com/groups/673742726067146/
✔ Kindly Follow us on Pinterest, and LIKE our posts to help us gain visibility to benefit others
➙ https://www.pinterest.com/EZNotes
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Sincerely,
Alexander Madani
Developer of:

EZ Notes - fast notes & lists http://tinyurl.com/ogyylql

